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For: MA, ERNEST Y (4086)  Friday June 18, 2010



General Offense Information 

Operational status : REFERRED - KCPA - JUVENILE
Reported on : Jun-15-2010 (Tue.) 1112
Occurred on : Jun-15-2010 (Tue.) 1014
Approved on : Jun-16-2010 (Wed.)  by : 4436 - BAKIANO, BARON G
Report submitted by : 7479 - LEENSTRA, JACOB R
Org unit : SOUTH PCT 1ST W - SAM
Location : 70   44 AV S
Municipality : SEATTLE 
District : S Beat : S1 Grid : 6149

  
    
  

  
  

Offenses (Completed/Attempted) 

Offense : #1  2202 - 0 BURGLARY-FORCE-RES - COMPLETED
Location : RESIDENCE/HOME
Entry method : FORCED ENTRY
Offender suspected of using : NOT APPLICABLE

Offense : #2  X - 38 JUVENILE INVOLVED-ROUTING - COMPLETED
Location : RESIDENCE/HOME
Offender suspected of using : NOT APPLICABLE

Related Event(s) 

CP    2010-202024
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 Related text page(s) 

  Document: NARRATIVE
    Author: 7479 - LEENSTRA, JACOB R
   Subject: OFFICER NARRATIVE
Related date/time: Jun-15-2010 1312

On 06/15/2010 I was working in Seattle Police uniformed patrol in a marked
patrol car as 1-SAM-12. I was dispatched to the vicinity of 44 Av S/S
Myrtle St for the report of a burglary.

The witness,   advised 911 dispatch that there were three black males
involved, possibly in their teens. Two suspects had black coats on and a
third with a green coat, and one was possibly wearing a scarf.  
stated two subjects, both in black coats were sitting upon the porch of
70   44 Av S. One of the two males repeatedly walked to the rear of the
home. Approximately 20 minutes later   observed one of the two males
return with a third male wearing a green coat (   was wearing a
green coat).   stated the subjects were wearing backpacks as they
left the driveway.

I observed three subjects matching the above description walking E/B on S
 Myrtle St looking behind them as they went. The subjects later identified
as   and   were detained.   
and   were dressed in black,   was wearing a green
coat and a backpack.

I read each their Miranda Warnings from my department issued MIR card,
including juvenile warnings to the juveniles. Each stated they understood.

 arrived on scene and positively identified the subjects. Each of
the subjects were arrested for investigation of burglary. Property damage
and signs of entry were found at the victim's home.   identified 70  
44 Av S as the home in which she observed   and   and   .

During a search incident to arrest  was in possession of a silver
ring with a green stone face and clover leaf in the center. The ring was
found in his front left pocket.   stated the ring did not belong to
 him, nor did the pants he was wearing. The ring was submitted as evidence.

 admitted to taking the ring from the residence.

 and   stated   was not involved in the
burglary. However, it appears   was involved as a lookout
during entry of the house by  and  .   and

  provided written statements in which they admit entering the home at
70   44 AV S unlawfully.

All were arrested for investigation of burglary and transported to the
South Precinct.   was interviewed and released from the
precinct.   and   were booked into YSC for investigation of
burglary. The incident and arrest was screened by Sgt. Bakiano on scene.
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I hereby declare (certify) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
State of Washington that this report is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief (RCW 9A.72.085)

Electronically signed:

7479 - LEENSTRA, JACOB R Date: Jun-15-2010 Place: Seattle, WA 

** END OF HARDCOPY **
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